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In 1969, the large urban sc hool-system with,which this study is con-
-,

ce.rn,ed implemente d two different inn ovative instructional models under

'Eit le I of ESE.A.in selected .target area schools in the city. One of the
-4-

Models was developed locally by a staff of school district personnel

'specifically /appointed toj.hat'task. The other was developed by the

Learning Research and, Development Center (LRDC) at the University of

Both models were implemented one grade level at a time

each year until they spanned grades K-3. During this time period the

classroom teachers were receiving support for their efforts in the way of

materials, training, and classroom aides.
.

qb

In the Spring of 197, the school .district.district underwent a re-examination
t .

* . ,;-

and reinterpretation of the ESEA,- Title I gui4elines. 1 The nature of the

reinterpretation led tO evisions in the manner in which Title I programs
a

Were to be implemented. The essence of the revisions was that neither of

the two innovative. Models could be used by the regular teacher in a'self-

'contained classroOm. The 1975-76 school year was a transition year in-

lln fact, the district was experiencing the problems with the Title 1
"rules. of the game" described by'McLanghlin. raced with the prospect of
being judged_"noncompliant" by the"SEA and losing the funding altogether
or worse yet being fined, the district administrators drew up a set of
procedures in which they tried to follow Title 1 guidelinei"-to the Letter.
Like other districts during this new move for accountability they may
have reacted by over-interpreting the guidelines. (See Mflbrey W.
McLaughlin, "Implementation .of ESEA Title I: A problem of.Compliance.14
Teacher's College Record, ,Vole.--77,71sIo. 77, 1976. pp-. 397-415.
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whi h the two models were designated as "supplementary " to the basic

mainstream program and available only to Title I eligible children.- Tien,'

e Spring of 1976, a new and different Title I FrOgram was designed .

h affected all system wide Title, I programs ,and 'resulted in the -

4

'nation of both the local model, and the center model as budget items in

thie 'Title I contract.

The stud.y.2

The purpose of this study is

.1

to examine the impact that the experience

with the implementation of the innovative instructional models had on the

sOiool environment. The specific focus of the study4is on those classroom

teachers who were trained in and taught.in the innovative models and,who are

currently teaching in settings whe .,there is no' iuppert for and no mandate

to continue, to use the innovative practices.

The study asks which, if any, aspects of the" innovative models the

'teachers have retained and transferred to their current teaching situations?

We have to

context

renttechn

dirvelopme

med this phenomenon the "residuals" of .an innOVation. In this

ugls mean the patterns, (e. g., instructional strategies, manage-
.

es, geheral principles, curriculum components, professional

from the innovative -model which teachers retain when program

withdrawn.

2The authors greatly appreciate the assistance of Linda Matasic.and
the entire LRDC Field Services staff.
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The larger context,of, the study is, of course, school' change, and the

issue is whether or not a:- systematic program implementation -has any sustaining
--

inlpact on the school environment. Most studies of school change, and indeed

'Of change in general stop short 6 this important
tares,. Those feW studies

'

which describe a return to-site to determine what remains of an innovative ex-

-lierience,top with akexamination of the'district level adoption patterns (Carlson,

1972): -If the inn. ovation does not show as an item qn the budget, the conclusion.

. .

t.. is drawn that tie innovation is no longer present d the change.in the system

had riot occ red. Our position is that adoption rate studies are-only a small
ifo

part of the problem. Wecontend that it is the individual teacher who is the

ons/u.kner---the ultimate user of the innovation and as such, researchac
I ti

needs to take the teacher as the unit of analysis for such instructional innovation

follow-4' studies. Treatang.the teacher as the unit of analysis is one of the

ways in which we are measuring program impact on school change.

--Zoe

Method

The approach- to this study is descriptive field research. Data were
".

collected In a series of three successive rounds via 1.) a siiiey form,
,2. ) a questionnaire and-3. ) personal interviews.. With each round. as More,

sizeintensive information was collected, the size of the sample was reduced,
, -

The nature of the information collectdin each round was based in part on

analysis of data from-the preceding round. This procedure enabled us to
1.0.66 r

4.011'fo:4us an aOme,of the emergent themnes in greater detgil.. A fourth round of

'data ColUction is planned. It Will consist,of Classroom observation's, but at

this writing, the'fourth round has,"'not begun.:
. .

;6 -) lb ' 3,
-

.1-
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Subjects. The subjects for this 'study were those teachers and/Or'

team leaders3 in the Center model clastooms and local 'model classrooms,

Who were still on the rosters in the schools involved as .of. June, 1976.

Although in the Fall of 1976 some of these teachers, were Working in

different schools and/or in different capacities, they were included in

the mailing of the first survey. This study was not, however, a follow-up
- . .

. of all teachers who .had ever taught in the models. ,
Prliedures. The SurveYForm (See/AttaEHment A) was sent out in .

late Fall to a total of 158 teachers. The, purpose of this survey was to
,.

enlist the cooperation of the Ae.,4hers ,in,fhe,s'tudy and to collect demographib, ,
.

..,t- , ,

data. This survey form yi 1 edi,a.n eXtrern e').y high rate of returno(N=125),

79.1%, with a slightly higher rate corning fi-Oni the local model group
4 .,

(8-2. 3%)-than frotn the Center model group (67. 6 %). In addition to thee

.Vantity of returns, numerous teacher indicated, by adding notes on the

form, their interest -in the study and their willingness to participate further.

In round two, a Questionnaire (See Attachment B),. prepared-jointly by

° localdistrict.and LRDC staff members.'and organized so that the same form
o

,would xepr-esent.both models was mailed to the 125 subjects who.had returned
1

e

. T ea & Leader iS'-then ane-Igiven'to a role which was created by thia_, % t,, t

1' distript's Atle-r program. Te -.1e4ier's".hid no claseropmAssignment.

, .

Thex:Were'.aS,gned to .one'S,,phool:With the specific responsibility of assistin
.iri the implerneittation.ind maintenance --of the ini6vative,rni:iiievis,,t4rfaugh .,..

f .
- :'''. ''.'tx a iiiin g teaFherS and deireloping and rpanagintrnateria14,, ,,J1theti p,r,o,'`g-ram

..,_., , , ...
ei,tppii-rt was withdrawnt.`the role was abolished -and ttirg in43.74)ents to615/,': /.
qtlieriopitions, ' Many 6k them -in. triaserocini:.. ..-- - '-' . i''

.

,ot
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.

se°
the-survey from. 'The ,purpose. of the questionnaire was to obtain a broad ,

',.

:.
.I base of data on mo.del components and their continueduse or disiise, along,-,

_=.------- A

with teachers' thoug via open-ended questions. : . _
(4,

3,-'

A frame ork w devised for selecting a sample for person1.1 inter-

views in roun ree. The intent' of the framework wa.-.-to, assure a

representative distribution from both innovative mod'els in both public and
.

parochial school settings and across the grade levels involved. Similarly,
. (

team leaders were selected from both models/to 'assure representativeness..

Once the numbers in each cell were determined, a stratified random sample0
of 39 teachers Was selected on two variables, .number of years teaching in

the model and number of years in 'teaching.
403,-

The interview from (see Attachment C) was designed to gather in-

formation that would clarify, verify, or extend the information obtained

through the questionnaire. To date, twenty-one pf the30 personal interviews

have been completed by the LRDC Field Services Staff.

Results

/

The results obtained from the round. two' questionnaire were analyzed',

T

;
first by total group response and then by modelto model 'response (i. e. the

,, .

,local model group'to the Center model group)., ' .
. ,,

,A

Aialyis of total group responses,: Table 1 provides information a.bout,
.

component categories. .the sub-sets under each category were collapsed to

obtain a gene-raf category rating (refer to Attachment p).

tp

- -

5
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.. Table 1 ghoisis th;.t the majority of the teachers report that afterA. .

. - /

year and a half without program supporftheyNare.either Continuing to use '!
< /

the compon,entsOf thtir mqdels,. as they did with program support, or they
4 .

, are continuing to use them but haire made adaptations for the current situat
:.-tibns.rili'he one component which appear's to show a'larger rejection by

teachers is the record ke.ep,i4vorppiplient. A re-examination of the sub-'
-

k."

et data shows that Teacher Kept Records are mostly continued'or adapted,

whereas. the Chils14cept Records-- individual and group--'are no longer

maintained. For some -reason- teachers- are less enthusiastid about the

continuance If this component when there is no requirement for it.
Table 1

Teacher Response -to the Extent'of Prograg Component Use

41.
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.
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,Another ii-nportant,competieneof the innovative pro

. provision for professional growth.. Analysis-of the res

teachers to'their experiences with the five facilitators
At-

growth 0. d the following ordering from most va

I.

rams was .the

oases.
of the

/
r

of'prOfe s sional

valuable: (1) regularly scheduled all-day workshops

le to least
/

) lOcal model

workshop staff or Center consultant staff, (3) team 'le der support,

ervisoryinstructional pecialist. 4 These(4) summer workshops, (5) s

results are reported here, although some ambiguity is present as to the

interpretation'of each facilitating category, and to

specific people who function in the roles of 2,

e Identificatian of

d 5. In spite of the.

ambiguities, there was no question about the sue ce
=.

scheduled all -day workshops, an on- .going in-.s

growth, over bther categories. Over 50% o

category as being "Most useful".

)The responses to the open -ended ques

Responses relating to.the first question (W

/ence of regularly

program do you miss the most? ) were fairl
.
ideas came up again and again. One freque

with resources for professional growth.

cluded such topics as workshops, the opp

ideas with other teachers, support and as

and the opportunity to work with profess

4This is the district's title for

./

al

means of professional

pondents indicate his /

re examined for themes-.

ect, if any, of your Title 1

sy to categorize as similar

mentioned category-dealt

this category we have in-

ty to, observe and exchange

ance from a team-leader,

personnel or specialists.

adctional supervisor's role.

e

72-



The comments were, in fact, additional corroboration, of the usefulnes s of

the "facilitators" of professional growth from the preceding question.
NC

"s. Another most missed" featur,e ira5the classrootn aide. A comment

flequently added to the statement about loss of aides was that it was the

lo'ss of the "teacher/aide team" which was the important factor. One

teacher wrote "When the aides were assigned to a specific roOfn they knew

the children,and th 'procedures and were an important apart of the team."

Ar,s,o mentioned was e fact that the Bide ijvrers e *ell trained, that their

contribution wa.s "much more than doing cleriCal work"

'Materials were mentioned as being n\issed by several teachers, but

not so often as one woulal expect from a program which provided teachers7

with a great deal Tore than they now get. This mayie due to the fact that

the program support has only been withdrawor one year and materials are

still available. Indeed, teachers had just indicated in part one of the
4

questionnaire

that they continue to use components of the'program: The question will be 'II
6

interesting one to ask in another year when svplies have begun to run out.

The second question (What aspects are you most happy to have eliminad? )
1

had one answer that received a heavy' esponse; '4'1\1oneeverything was great".

.Another topic mentioned frequently though was "paperwork ". In most cases,

it was specified that the referent was to Additional or unnecessary forms, check

lists, inventories, etc., that were requtred for the Program and in othr cases

the referent was to the additionarecords that hid to be kept on- children. Even

though the general category of paperwork drew negative reactions, some

8 1.0 j 4

1



interesting comments were ad

6

r.

d which supported the notion that it was a

"necessary evil". For example.:

and tedious' at limes, was very good.

were and where to take them".

the bookkeeping, though time consuming
, .

,.It gave me a good idea -of Where,the\ kids

. 1
. ,r 4

While some teachers (the,higfier number) regretted the loss of the team%NEM.

& X , .01k x t %

leaders, a few were happy o see them elim ated. -When'this was the case,
, e

). ,...,

it was because the specific per,s6n was felt to be ineffectiye. There were also

a few negative reactions to workshops. Again however, specific.qualifications

Were added such as: "theypecame repititious,," "after seven year my time

could have been, better spent in the classroorh and "teachers' should have

to teachers on how decisions ,4et made and why, a fetling of getting caught
_

,between the forces,of the n v model andthe eacisting practices, and tha,short

duration of "new programs" are included hefe.:

had more input."

In response to the third question's invitation
9

the majority of the teacherfs addressed the subject

That-is, the comments were related to the overall
4

to comment on anything,

of general program issues.

management of the Title I

effort ratker thah to the specifick model in which they tauglitir
a

Stich topics as

program egulations; eligibility requirements, the-need for more information,

On the eligibility requireinents issue,teachers '1xpreS'sed discDrifor t

thevTitle I program's "discrimination against non-eligible children" --n

`"you should declare the entire classroom eligible if -al-certain percent i4eet
.

fire requirements" and "eligibility requiremen ts deny the

'and equipment to ineligiblestudents."

O

On the "duration"

11
1

a

use of materials

issue one teacher

%N.

8



wrote "I would like to see a program that lasts more than a few years. Ina

.

'eleven years, I have taught four readirig series without leaving the district,
) 4.school or grade level.. Another wrote, "It would be beneficial to ,me if a____; - .. .., .. .

program, would not be eliminated from the schools as quickly as they have. ,
..been. One jus\estarts feel comfortable in s. program and the following year

.

it is eliminated.'"

A number of teachers expressed a vote of confidenspe for the experience

of teaching in an innovative situation in the sense that they ackriowledgest,that
.

they were,changed by the experience, that they will "never go back to my-old

way of teaching." Another expressed a new appreciation for
1

- ',
._..to learn-4.

and to change."

g it takes

Analysis of responses by model: An examination of the data from:the,

questionnaire by model shoves that there are only a feNt notable differengp,s be-
. 0 - ' 4r °O i

.

l
.

.:..-

tween,the responses Of the lota-1 model teachers and the response'sof the .

41,

For
, .

Center modeVeaehers concerning program components.. o exam.ph.the .. -, G
1 1'"k:-,,,,..

Center model teachers are.mor inclined 'to adapt t4 Clas.srothpManagement

component whereas the local model teachers continue to 'Use .th.e:coAponent as. i - ' i. , i ),they did when they hn.the pr6gram support.
. . ) *;-.

Both groups spread out 'across more options under. the use .of the
k

specific Teaching, Methods component than in other components. -However',

i the majority of the Center'modelteachers are adapting the 4pecifid Teaching 4
. .f... , tii

Method while the local model teachers are using the'methods e,same (36%),.

'adapting (44%)', and asking for more help and more time 0.6% and 6%).
...
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. .

Both groups responded similarly to the comptrnent of Record Keeping.

More specifically,.the sub-items of "child-kept" and "group-kept records"

are being questioned by the teachers in oth programs, but the teacher-kept
4 °

records are .being'maintained.
-t

More interesting differences between programs emerge-from a re-

4

analysis of the open-endred questions. While both grbuRs expressed their'

gieatest loss in termsrof "support forNeofessional growth" and the loss of

the oclassrobm aide'there are differences concerning the next "most,
, .

.

. .
,:

0
, , .

missed" item. The locq,lmodel'teacherskel the loss of 'the L,Tcritical, mass"
.

phenomenon most keenly, such as the opportunity to interact with .other
1 .

teachers on an informal basis, and to share fdeas in the workihop s.essobns.

The Center model teachers, on the other- hand, stress the loss of materials

and add some specific reasons for missing materials which have to do
.1

withthe individualized and individualizing aspects of the materials. This

no surprise because a the nature of the differen the programs.

The two programs .are somewhat similar in t )kt the emphasize the,

individualilation -of instruction and through individualization the creations of

child-centered, active learning environments in clasProoms. The .Principle

1'1

difference appears to be that the denterM° odeLstre4W-the Use of'instructional

techniques, .curriculum materials, and classrdom procedures.which are ,
.

'specified as part of the overall-in

stresses the training of 'classroom

individualized instruction and the

structional innovation, whilei4e2,local Model

teachers in the.principlessand techniques of

"open classroom" concept so,!.thafteachers

can create the desired changes in their classrooms.

Among the responses of. the Center model group,, there was greater

specificity of the particular aspects of the individualized curriculum which

1113

-s
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.4

teachers milts most. For example, l'The math curriculum.-...I miss!the

sequencing and ease of individualization." And another, "The individualization

aspect of the, program was great. It allowed children the freedom to do more

work at their own level." And "The availability of materials to reach each

child." "

In general,' both groups of teachers expressed favorable 'attitudes to

ward their particular Program: "Sorry that (Center curricula) were

.discontinued,it' the program is "so much superior to traditional...-. it is a

sad'state to have it disappear. I a doing it illegally this year and hope

I will be a le to ih the future.... 1 ar by individualization, " and another

"The (Local Model) experience is so g eat, kids don't want to go home:''

Personal 'Interviews

A prelirninary analysis of the round three perKnal interviews supports
. 4

thelindings determined by the questionnaire in regard to model components

which are continued as before or with adaptations. The teachers maintn

the phvical room arrangement with variou40s learning centers, content

areas, or independentftbfk stations,- 'They still make use of materials and

equipment phziLided by the former Title I programs. Those teachers who

still have a classroom aide for a portion of time appreciate'the aides and
a

make use of aide time for operating the model. In other words, the teachers

will allot that past of the day when the aide is °available' as the time when they

operate e innovative model. The teachers report the use of the diagnostic/

prescripti process, aspects of the record keeping system, and the class-

room mana: -ment system.

' 12 14



Pro gram effects on teacher attitude toward the way children learn and

the Aechniques.and skills learned for reaching individual children do persist.
.

However, some teachers were quick .to report thatto a certain extent they
V- Eare unchanged by theekxperience since "I always thought of myself as a

.%.humanized teacher', " and I never was a traditional teacher with everyone

do ing the same thing. " Most teachers however, reflect a change which cann

perhaps be best summarized bythe statements: "The program had a big I

impact on my philosci)y. Prior to (Local model) there had been no emphasis
, .

on the individual child." And '1. . . I can allow more pleasurable learning

. . . more freedom for teachers and students."

Teachers again expressed a strong need for opportunities for professional

growth. The va e of in- service workshop's and,exposuretO the professional

staft,was reiterated through statements.such as: "I'm stagnant now, .

visits from the resource Freople, and other teachers were reinforcing."

In regard to conditions that support or inhibit the continued use of
.1

program aspects, the teachers identified such things as the presence (or

absence) of materials 'and equipment, the full-time trained aide (n% aide),

time (no time) to know the;problems of specific kids and deal with them, the

principal's supporio(her`teache's support: - "the program is easier to

operate if other teachers know it," and the children's reaction: "seeing

children make progress is a good qupport."
,

One salient theme that emerged from the interviews is-the awareness

of teachers of the frequent lack of clear definition of support roles, and the
,

conflict that sometimes occurred within and between the various roles, both

e created by the program and those existing within, the school system.

1 3
-or 15
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The effectof clear role definition (or lack of definition), the absence (or

presence) of conflict of roles can support or inhibit program operation,or

continuation by the teaciterst, ,.
It is interesting to note some of the factors that teachers think con-.

,
tribute to the principal's support of programs: "If they trust the teacher's

ability and think the program is educationally sound, "."If other teachers
i, :

01- .support and use the program,." "If you show success. -if they know the program- ,
.. ..' 1 ,. ''

t is 'helping kids, " and "If the word is out th-a-ruse of the program is okay N.

from upper administration."

The topic of adaptations was of pp-ticular interest to,us. Since

the first ,questionnaire indicated a high rate Of adaptation of model components,

we hoped to probe this area in the interviews for ex mples of actual adaptations-.
which teachers have made. This was more didic t than we anticipated.. The

teachers were generally not able to give the type of specificity.for which we

, -were- searching. In some s this is consistent with one of the main notions

about adaptations: namely that adaptations are necessary to create local

ownership (Rand study, 1975, McLaughlin). In our case it may be that local

ownership Was complete to the point that teachers did not know they had

adapted from soniethirig else.

Nevertheless we did obtain some exateples of adaptations. In. Table

, 1 2 we have indicated an example of the type of adaptations that are bein

,made for each of the five model' components.

14 16



Table 2
4.

Examples of.Ty es of Adaptatiohs made to. Model Components
A

Model compo-nents Example:of adaptations made by
teachers' in transferring component
aspect to current teaching situation.

1. .Classroom rnanagemen
A

dr.

2. urriculum. materials

. Record Keeping

,

Because of loss of aide, teacher
operates 'individualized model fewer
,days (3)" during program support.

Attivity cards' (us.ed by children Who
vtgitlearning centers) now recorded
op tape to compensate for loss of aide..

Games developed for'innovative model
curriculum were re-,made using content'
from mainstream.curritulum.:

An early-learning skills curriculum has
been coordinated into 'the ,basal reading.

.series.

The formats for the following record-
'. .,_ forms haVe been re-made for use with

mainstream curricula: weekly chart,
-,... reading' log, master sheet.,

4. Techniqu- for individua iz,ation Teacher rewrote pre -posttests for th
basal reading -series.- -:,

4 .

... . '1. .

_5. Specific teaching meqio s . Teacher added a unit to bas reading
. i curriculum to build'pre- requisite beha-

viors.,
. .\ .

Teacher, used A beginning reading strategy
for teaching blending with the letter /sound

1
.
t..., sequence of the basal series.

Teacher makes teaching tapes (used
extensively in innovative model.) because
"they teach- kids 'to listen."

1514
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Discussion
4

One conclusion which can be
if

drawn from the data collection in this

Study is that one year after the withdrawal of support of two innovatiVe

classroom programs, teachers report thatthey are contin g to use the -

majority of the components either as they did with program su pOrt or with

adaptations to their current situation. pur original proposition, that with-

drawal
, .of an innovation from the budget line is not equal tq withdrawal of

the innovation at the user level,, is it least superficially.confirmeck As an. r .. .

example, the overall data indicate that although teachers objet to "meaningra
,\ ....:. .

0 r

le.si paperwork, " teacher kept records of pupil progress are valued and

still used;' that is teachers have continued to use the ;record keeping system
,..

. ,:...t.

frqm the farmer programs'intact or else have mad appropriate ,

;,.,,t-.r .to their situation, since record ke.eping taught a:-_--,km-ethoci-:m know children"

t , 'and made one "much more aware.of the irnportalace of keeping data on kids::11
'4.,. ,

.

. ,Our lirnite4 findings' on the nature of thefadaptations 'being mad seem

to-inidicate that a combination, of both,sir4le and compI,eX aspects
;-

components are being ada ted. ,For-i$' stance re-making record form: with

different contept is fairly simple but designing and adding a unit toilire .elop

pre-requisite reading skills is fairly complex. We need to ask which ieacheis,
. .

are performin which types of adaptations? Does years of experience th
the innovation relate to the type of adaptation the teacher is capable of e' feCting?.

In our elirninarytdata analysis by grade level we find a greater I: a,

4 ,,
16.... "

tendency for kindergarten teacher i to be "retainers" while third grade

'

,,,
1

1. i .
.,,,.;-:=,, '_ .

,

/
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teacherk_re the ones who "'Chose not to use" or select the wider range of
O

dptions on the questionnaire. 'While this tendency may say something. about

the differences between kindergarten and third grade teachers, or the dif-

ference in kindergarten and third grade programs, we need to consider the

possibility that this characteristic is related to the implementation plan fore

the-two models. By the models were implemented in a grade at a
t

time prom kindergarten through third grade. The effect of this plan is that

kindergarten teachers'are in the model longer thin other grade lever feksh.ers,

and may have become more capqrble both in implementing the model Components

and/or adapting them. Put another way, this group may have progresied

further through the "LeVels of Use" described-by Hall (1973). The more

experienced teachers may have moved into the levels described as re-

finement and integration.

The Levels of Use/S1 ges of 'Concern theory-(Fuller, 196 Hall, 1973) -

also has interesting implications foradel to model differences: As a

group the teachers from the center mo el include more expressions on

the impact of the program on students, while the local motile' teachers

express a greaterconcern for the loss of program aspects which are

more directly abenefit to the teacher *Wile indirectly a benefit to the

the "critical mass" phenomenon, orksh ps and interactions -
....

*th.peers from which learn new techniques). The content of the

mments indicate a much greater personal loyality to the innovation
.1`\
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experience' byt the lOcal model te'achers. This is ei.oiitive and necessary

aspect OE'any planned change effort. .But the questionis: Is this group,

because of the haturd of the program which they have been a part of or

the process by which they were trained, more "stalled" at the level of
.

"personal concerns? " Does the imprementation of a more structured, more

developed program lead more readily to impact concernsby_ teachers? -Is

-"less personal lOyalty" a.real outcome of iMplementing a highly structuiried,

non-locally developed classroom program? ;Can the two efforts be combined
..1

f:
4

in some way, i. e., could the structured p#19grarn be implemented under the

locally determined process?
5

Results of this study suggest ,soMepolicy implications for Federal

programs such as Title I: the most: notable concerns eligibility requirements.

It seems that the guidelines for determining and fulfilling eligibility require-

ments can usually be complied with at the abstractigr higher administrative

level, (e. g. ,Those children who fall below aeacertain stanine on a standardized

test are desiinated as eligible children). But can the guidelines be implemented

at the classroom level? At apersTonal ley." teachers report having diffittlty
,

4 ,
separating or isolating children on the basis of eligiblity: They wigh to pro-

vide an Instructional prograrri for "all" of the children. So we might question

if the single "eligible" child should be the target of federally funded programs

0,r would the purposes of the funding be better served if the target were the

eligible classroom, school unit (e.g., primary grades), or the otal school?

18
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A second implication for policy is the intensity with 'Which our
ik;' 4

-subjects expressed the need and desire for professional growth opportu-r

nities. The desire on the part of the teachers to break down the "aloneness.

of teachers"(Sarason, 1971) is as strong as the`ability of researchers to

describe it. Teachers not only want to meet and exchange professional

ideas with their peers and with specialists, they also want the team Aloft

as represented by the'teacherlaide unit. One possible implication of

this is that a phase-out of monetary support might allow far continuationt

.

of the resources for Professional growth beyond the termination of monies
.

for further development and materials. Such a phase might assure. the

continuation of desirable behaviors leirned from the experienCe with an

innovation. The real copcern of the phase-out plan is,' after all; for keepin,gt
p

the gystemdynamic; in that sense a phase-out plan ehould have a different

emphasis from that which has brought the teachers- to the point where they

are committed tc retaining their new skills.

Finally, Fe have asked ourselves where we need to go from here.

One of the purposes 4.fdescriptive studies to'map an area and point outr

questions for more intensive study. Ta begin with we Vant to continue to

investigate the nature of the adaptations which are being made. Our subjects

say they have adapted. Other research studies have cited the importance
. .

of ,adaptation as a critical phase-of the user .(Rand 1975). We need more
. ,. .

;. ;,--,

investigation of the area of adaptations: What are they? What aspects of
,.,... / .

...
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the model are adaptable? How dp_ teachers go about the process? Are

they creating adaptations or mutations? Mapping the nature of adaptations
-

d' °will be one focus of our classroom visits.,
.

We need' also tp attempt to find out who the non-respondents. are.
.

. , . .. ,.
It miry be that they are the rejectors, If,so, their attitudes and behaviors

axe obviously of equal interest and importance. We must attempt to
,

'

cycle through the original subject pool and find out more. about the non- '

respondents..
)4(

Conclusion l I

And so. the findings of this study enable us to say that: They did

0

5

Y

4

not throw out the baby with.'the,.bath t least not yet! °The -stucty in:.

dicates that the experience of irnplementi g the innovative instructional,

models hacLa sustaining impact on this ,group of teachers. The implipatibrks

of tbe'findings are particularly important at this time of declining Federar
.

support for the development of new programs. It is critical for program

developers to begin,to assess the changes that their clients, the teachers,
4

have internalized so that when monies for program support arewithdrawn:,

the possibility still exists that aspects of the innovation will continue to be

ire. Such information could assist educators inpart of the teacher's' repe

designing,better implementation strategies -- strategies which take int
,

-s;
...

account that inevitable time whey support will be withdrawn.

Cx
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, TITLE I STUDf.

Name

SURVEY FORA

Attachment A

1-,

Sdhool

Today's

2.'

3.

.

Date"

Current g *ade level or-position

Years= at this grade level or

Number cff ye of .teaching

Number of.years teaching in
.'

Grade levels taught in the,

Grade levels

posftion ,
,

experience

1-)
FRELEA Program

the , 0
I,

--a

5.

ft.

7.

LRDC IM

riRELEA,Program
'

LRDC IM

Years at grade.

Number of years as Early Childhcibd

Educational level (Check all

Team Leader

categories that apply. to you). -

1114

8. -Flease provide a phone number through Which you can

a. I Bachelor's

b. Master's

C. Master's plus

d. Doctoral program .

4

e. Doctorate

8

be reached:

25
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Attachment B----- , _

Title I EaslyShildhckid Program Questionnaire
-,,

Name , Date

SChool

a

The list to the left of the chary below represents components of the
Early Childhood programs (Frelea and LRDC). For each component please
look across the page and check the.one column which best describesthe
etttent to which if now exists in your classroom.

Please read through all of the choftes and always select the one
that most accurately raflects your present teaching.

ProaremColgone

I'. Classroom man
a. Methods o

with stud
b. Arrangeme

environme
c. Schedulin

fUrriculum ma
a. Using tea

desigted
b.. Using cox

purchased
Using Pro

- produced

Record keepin
a. Teacher k
b. Child kep
C. Group rec

t.
by Childr
group act

o

-IV. Techniques fo
alization
'a. Pre -testi

4
i'n'at -test

c. Diagnosin
d. Prescribi

.

01

a

. Specific teat
A.APEutoring
b. Small grm
c. Creating'

hOwerchi
d. Discovery

-"C.- Peer taac

4 k.

t
.

.

.

, .

its

.0

.4
-a*

it
0m W

0
0.

a aM 0

01+u
10'

.0 44

0 44
.1..9 14
4.0.4g J..
c., 7

0 0,c c '
,40 0, 0 orte

1 Y,a a
, 0
6 o.
my

0 .

0
.M .0
.4
i0 f
41 C 41
0 41

' 1 1 t 1
113 4* .'3 .4 0.00a.a

. .

. _

,

.

'
P-

>,

,

.c4
e

a om 0
m .

" '0 03 "0 0 .
..I

4.1 qp

C 0
C0 0

'0 411 .**.0 0
C.)0.

.

o

.M

w
a

,,.0
0',4* `

my"-
411

P.41 C
,-...'"0
0.44A,0.
01 0=0

,-.

zl.....

%.

01
w0.0

.01

a0
0
0
41.,

0.0 9
..4.4

. 4.1
...a

0 1*0 035

......

.

ny
w
0
C

.0
.. 0,C

.0:,Y;`

-V
4;0 ,

44 0
... J

0 ,40
7 40.0 0-30
-..

-ace
C

IC.$

v ,,
m

-2

, 0.
4*

" O.

44- 0
.0 .41.,

.0 0
0 403 a

.

.4c

0
C

0a.

Bement' .

dealing
mt,behavior
It of physical

1t
.

; procedures -

aerials

her
lacerials -

.

..

- .

.

.

mrcially
materials

A .
,

.

;r81:11 .
sterilri

. . , .

;

pt records

m
.

.

C

-1

.

.

records .

irds (kept .

m for
Nities) -

.

-
.

.
0

' Indiviau-

4 .

.

-.--

.

*7-.

'

.

.

mg
. .

;

1
.

.

g. -1
.

Ling methods
.

4

t .
t

p- -work- v
A

earnIng
-2,,,,,

s
C

. 0

learning ,

king , .
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Attachment B

1. The Title I Program provided support for professional growth. The list
below represents most of the "facilitators" of professional growth that-

. mare provided. Please rank the following five items in order of their
value in-promoting your professional growth., "1" will indicate the
item of the most value; "5" will indicate the item you percieve as
being of the least vaiOle.

Summer workshops
L .

Team Leader support

FREI= worksixmAtaff orLRDC'consultant staff

Supervisory Instructional Specialist
-

Regularly schedultdvall-day workshops

0

2. What aspect, if any, of your Title I program do you missighe most?
0

1-

eee

eKK .

6

3. What aspect, if any, of yourTitle..1 program are you-most happy to
have.had eliminated?

4. Is there anything else on whiCh you would like to comment?

2'7

e, r

r
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LRDC/PPS Title I Study

Interview
0

Attachment C

I

rt Name, of Teacher Interviewer

School 'Date

Phone Number IA School Time

9 .

1. If you have.adapted.the program components in your classroom, what kinds Of
.

adaptations have you made?
ti

2. Can you identify factors Within your school which support or inhibit the use

of the program in your classroom (such as time, attitude of principal, etc.)?

3. How did your experience in the program effedt your attitude towards thd

way children learn`?
0

4, On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being the host uietulgto you, 5 being tile least

useful to you), how would you rank the followipg items?

a. Summer workshops

b.

c. PRELEA Workshop St ff

or

LRDC Consultant Staf

Team, Leader support

d. Slipervisory Instructional Specialist

e. Regularly Scheduled All-Day Workshops

1. 3 4

1 2 3 4

4

1 2 3

2 5-

1 3 4 -5

5. If te program was started again, let's saynsxt year, whit type of

recommendations would you make to the program?

.
1%, '.

:,

_:-15-.--1X-r-yot had yoawthoice, would you consider teaching in the program again?434w, .

'If yes; why?

,

If' no, Why not? .28
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. eservation? (Circle response)

1. Yes

2. No

Attachment C

The following questions. should be filled out by the interviewer immediately

following the interview.

1.. Was anyone else present in the room (or immediate environment) while

you were conducting the interview?

1. Yes
A

)
If yes, who?

2.' No

2. In general, what was the respondent's attitude towards the interview?

(Circle as many as appropriate).

1. .Friendly

2. Eager.

3. Cooperative

4. Indifferent

5. Bored

6. Hostile

7.\ Other, specify

3. Was respondent's understanding of'the questions.

1. Good

2. Fair

3. Poor

4. Other, specify

4. Was there sufficient timelor the interview ? -'

1.. Yes,

2. No

,Jf no why not?

4).5. Location of Interview

6. Additional' Comments:

ZS -.

A\

k
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